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SEO Hosting exists only because of Class C IP Addresses and the facilities offered by them along
with SEO hosting services. These IPs are like the foundation stones without which the building of
SEO can never stand high and benefit the webmaster.

The main goal of SEO hosting is to create and spread multiple websites across various unrelated
Class C IPs and host them on the net. As soon as the sites get ranked for their content and the
information they offer, they divert the visitors towards the money site. This way the money making
site receives tremendous web traffic and link juice from the set of micro sites. This link juice is
helpful to increase the overall ranking of the main site.

All the micro sites need to be hosted over the respective C Class IPs with their own rDNS, name
server and who.is information. Each of the sites has to pass the organic SEO hosting techniques in
order to meet SEO hosting standards. It keeps the search engine spiders away from penalizing or
banning the sites, as all the sites look completely different from each other. It is a bad practice in the
web to link one personâ€™s multiple sites to his business site, in order to gain web traffic.

Micro sites offering back links to the money site can be utilized through directory submission, article
submission, book marking along with link wheels and blog farming. The sites need to contain
informative and relevant data with a keyword rich content that is not too stuffy. The graphics is
optimized so as to allow more disk space on the server for better performance.

Scripts are used at minimum or can be called externally, to reduce the waiting time for loading a
website. The page flow of the sites are made simpler and well managed in order to accommodate
the easy visit of search spiders, who further rank the sites for the efficient visit and better access.
Even the human visitors find it very appealing when a site is having smooth flowing design.

If you can afford multiple IPs from different Class C that originates from different geographic
regions, it would be a great boost for the money site. Links coming from different parts of the globe
have more power to drive the SERPs. For example; if there are 2 sites that got 120 links each; the
first site from a single place and the second from 5 different places then the second one is winning
the SERPs for sure.

Another way of getting higher ranks is, if you are planning to trade in a single country then choose
sites having the extension related to that company. Go for an .fl, if your target market is Florida and
.ca for California and so on. This would pop up the site when people will search for the keywords of
a specific niche for a particular region.
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the intention of providing a Class C Ip Addresses options for webmasters around the world who
seek a way to ensure that their websites reach the top ranks of all major search engines. In this
innovative technique of a VPS Hosting.
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